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NEW TO YOU
The pre-owned combine buyers guide, find your perfect Gleaner; we’ll help!
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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
As we head into harvest, there are still a lot of
questions that won’t be answered until after the
crop is in. These questions come into play when
planning for what to do with the balance of this
year and how to plan the next. For many farmers,
the equipment lineup presents a chance to make
the most of the situation now and in the future.
But like many things in agriculture, timing plays a
serious role. And for many of those farmers, a real
opportunity exists in getting a high quality preowned combine.
Welcome to our pre-owned equipment buyer's
guide edition of the Gleaner newsletter. In this
issue, we’ll explore the big questions when it comes
to buying pre-owned and how to make the most
of your purchase, ownership and opportunity.
We’ll talk economics, parts and service as well
as the overall ownership experience. Finally, we’ll
point you to a few tools that will help you find the
perfect pre-owned Gleaner for your operation.
Harvest is quickly approaching, and we hope you’ve
got the combine ready and the weather holds. We
wish you well now and in the days ahead.
Go Great Silver!

Caleb Schleder
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New to you
Buying a new-to-you combine makes sense for a lot of reasons. It allows you to get access to newer innovations
and performance while taking advantage of some depreciation. That brings us to our first question to consider
when buying a pre-owned combine: value.
Earlier this year, we released an analysis of harvesting return on investment, which showed tremendous savings
on grain, sample, fuel and parts. What it didn't mention is that the core platform and function that provides so
much of this value has been built into Gleaner combines since the 1970s. The natural flow feeding system, twostage cleaning system and balanced centerline design have existed on Gleaner combines for decades, and you can
enjoy the distinctive performance advantages whether your combine is two or 20 years old.
There’s another advantage to having a stable and consistent platform. In the decades since the Gleaner transverse
combine was designed, there have been dozens of updates and upgrades that often still fit the older machines. This
means you can get some of the advantages that come on brand new combines installed on your pre-owned Gleaner.

When is the right time to buy pre-owned?
As we move into harvest, we need to ask ourselves some key questions about our harvest operation:
•

How much will I need to invest in my current combine this year in order to have an efficient and successful harvest?

•

Do I need more capacity due to the short harvest window that often accompanies delayed planting?

•

How do I measure return on investment with my current piece of equipment versus buying a pre-owned combine?

The answer involves carefully balancing four elements:
•

The capacity needs to support the overall farming operation, including all the processes
to get harvested grain away from the combine and into storage.

•

Overall operating cost of the combine per bushel.

•

The need to manage risk in the form of downtime, repair costs and the time
it takes to harvest versus threats of harvest interruption.

•

The need to plan for the future and maximize current opportunities while considering
that prices and interest rates tend to rise with the farm economy.

If you consider these four elements of your business and come to the realization that a pre-owned Gleaner
combine is an investment that will bring a better return to your operation, then you are probably going to ask
several more questions.
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Can I get it serviced?
Another question that often comes up with pre-owned
Gleaner combines is the availability of service. It’s true,
there are areas of the country where the closest dealer
is not close enough, but there’s a second factor worth
considering. First, Gleaner combines don’t have the
same number of wear parts as other designs. Next,
many owners of pre-owned Gleaner combines conduct
much of the service themselves as the Gleaner design
makes accessibility and self-service far easier. With
mostly transverse shafts running through the machine,
most pulleys, belts and bearings are on the outside for
easy inspection and/or replacement. Finally, Gleaner
does not have the complicated and high-wear feeding
systems featured on competitive designs— one less
costly system to maintain or replace.
Gleaner also offers an AGCO Protection extended
warranty contract on pre-owned Gleaner combines
that are less than 10 years old. The benefit of an
extended warranty contract when it comes to preowned equipment is the capability to manage total
cost of ownership.
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HOW MUCH MORE?
In addition to many functional
and comfort features, upgrading
your combine adds capacity
through added efficiency, power,
reliability and throughput.

Model

Estimated
capacity
increase over
previous model*

N Series
R2 Series

15%

R5 Series

10%

R6 Series

15%

S7 Series

25%

S8 Series

10%

S9 Series

10%

* Class 7 Gleaner combines used for capacity
comparison.

Where will I get parts?

How do I buy one?

There’s good news when it comes to Gleaner combines.
Because the design has remained so consistent
throughout the years, there are fewer unique parts
when compared to other designs. This means dealers
keep a larger stock of available parts that can service
a wide array of model years. We operate several large
parts depots across North America and mobile harvest
support teams in the wheat belt. We even offer a
popular on-farm parts stocking program so that the
part you need can be ready when you are.

If you’ve made the decision to look at a new-to-you
Gleaner, we have some suggestions on how you can
get the combine that best matches your needs for the
best value. First, take a look at our pre-owned buyers
guide available at gleanercombines.com. This guide
will tell you about features, common parts and model
years. Second, keep reading through this newsletter
for a list of features by series and year, as well as a
list of modifications and upgrades that can be made
to R5 Series and up combines. And finally, check out
AGCOused.com. This site allows you to browse and
price inventory to find the combine you need for your
next harvest.
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The basic design is over four decades old
because we got it right the first time.
The design and performance of a Gleaner combine is like no other. The compact and
efficient transverse rotor platform delivers unmatched cleaning, grain quality and
durability.
Now is the time to upgrade your operation with a pre-owned Gleaner and get added
performance at a great value. Find your perfect combine at AGCOused.com.

©2019 AGCO Corporation. Gleaner® is a brand of AGCO Corporation. • GL19P004ST
AGCO • 4205 River Green Parkway, Duluth, GA 30096 • gleanercombines.com
* On select models with approved credit from AGCO Finance, LLC. Down payment required. Attachments included in program offer, but sold separately. Contact your
participating dealer for more details. Offer begins July 1, 2019 and expires September 30, 2019 and may be subject to change without notice.
AGCO may at any time, and from time to time, for technical or other necessary reasons, modify any of the data, specifications or warranty of the products described
herein. Some equipment shown may be optional. Attention: Photographs in this publication may show protective shields or guards open or removed for the purposes of
illustration. Be certain all shields and guards are in place during operation.

Features by series
While we’ve only had five series changes in the past two decades, each model year includes updates and innovations
not offered with previous models.
2006 - R55/R65/R75 - (HR SERIAL NUMBER)

Gleaner R5 Series
2003 - R65/R75 - (HM SERIAL NUMBER)

•

Standard FieldStar®

•

SISU® Tier 3 engine (300 hp-R65/350 hp-R75)

•

Unified ComfortTech II™ cab with new
electronics, front ladder and deck

•

Improved cooling package

•

New transmission, final drives (S39) and brakes

•

24” CDF™ rotor with ½” cylinder bars for
hard threshing small grain areas

•

Heavier 2" pivot shaft

•

Improved spreader curtain

•

¼” floor in feed housing and rear feed floor

•

Relocated hydro pump to engine section

•

Electric concave adjustment from cab

•

Four strand feed chain front and rear

•

Electric fan choke control

•

Feed chains speed increase of 20%

•

Single point electrical header hook-up

•

Transmission leaf screens

•

Improved final drive to (S40) on R65 and R75

•

Increased rear feed floor strength

•

Single point hydraulic and electrical multi-coupler hook-up

2004 - R55/R65/R75 - (HN SERIAL NUMBER)

2007 - R65/R75 - (HS SERIAL NUMBER)

•

2" rear feed shaft w/o limiter

•

Power mirrors

•

Pressure-flow compensated hydraulics replace open center

•

Stone trap

•

Optional Auto-Guide®

•

3 ½” header lift cylinders

•

Optional Auto-Lube

•

Chrome helical bars

•

Optional Michelin® tires

•

High wire separator grate (R65/R75 corn-soybean models)

•

Power fold ladder

•

HID cab lights w/row finder lights

•

Lower feed floor (65 in2 more throughput area)

•

290 hp Cummins® on R65

•

Deeper opening of front feeder at pivot point

•

Cab HVAC air flow improvements

•

Pre-drilled cage holes for field installed
68˚ steep-pitch helical bars

2005 - R55/R65/R75 - (HP SERIAL NUMBER)

2008 - R65/R75 -(HT SERIAL NUMBER)

•

68˚ helical bars (field kit)
Multi-function hydraulic port (field kit)

•

Clean grain and return elevator
adjustment from the ground

•
•

Improved left-hand main clutch shaft assembly

•

Backup alarm

•

Improved yield monitor sensor shielding

•

Revised electronic controls

•

Longer 14” swivel unloader auger

•

Rekord chaff spreader (R65/R75)

•

Controlled Dynamic Flow rotor (CDF™) option

•

Revised power curve on Cummins® engine (R65)
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Gleaner R6 Series
2009 - R66/R76 - (HUT SERIAL NUMBER)
•

3' longer unloader tube

•

12" bin-fill auger (versus 9"on prior models)–
4.0 bushels per second unloading

•

Air curtain rotary screen

•

S2.5 cab (revised steering column)

•

Optional electric chaffer & sieve adjustment

•

6˚ inclined cascade pan

•

Flip-up spreader guard

•

RWA curtain

•

New Auto-Guide top dock

•

AM/FM Radio, MP3, Satellite

2010 - R66/R76 - (AHTV SERIAL NUMBER)
•

Relocated straw spreader hydraulics

•

4" axle risers

•

Receiver for DynaFlex™ header trailer

•

Mini slingers/rotary screen improvements

•

Main clutch shaft sheave updated to four-groove

•

Battery quick disconnect

•

Standard 68° steep-pitch helical

•

Noise reduction foam

•

Improved shoe seal

•

Greaseless idler bushings to eliminate bearings

•

Telemetry-ready

2011- R66/R76 - (BHTV SERIAL NUMBER)
•

Standard lateral tilt

•

Standard hydraulic chaff spreader
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Gleaner S7 Super Series
2011 - S67/S77 - (BHTV SERIAL NUMBER)
•

30" diameter processor (6,047 in2)

•

Standard 30" CDF rotor

•

Four-section; 17-bar concave

•

Standard simplified stone trap

•
•

•

Ground level battery door

•

Lengthened unloader spout 14"

•

Plug and play auto-guidance

•

Optional SmartCooling™ reversing engine fan

2013 - S67/S77 - (DHTV SERIAL NUMBER)
•

Lowered and deepened clean grain auger
sump and lowered cross auger

Standard chrome helical bars

•

Simplified clean grain boot

14” diameter unloader

•

Updated rear feed conveyor drive belt

•

Standard Fore/aft lateral tilt

•

•

DynaFlex-ready electrical harness

Two-piece robot-welded rotor (250 lbs.
lighter than previous rotor)

•

13” cleaning fan with 34% more CFM air volume

•

LED shoe light

•

25% larger five-lug accelerator rolls

•

Extra step on rear engine deck ladder for easier entry

•

Improved distribution auger layout and speed

•

Larger shaft and bearing on rear accelerator roll

•

LED lights in seven locations

•

Standard guidance-ready

•

8.4L, 6-cylinder, tier 4i engine with SCR

•

Updated feed chain pattern

•

Optional filler bars

•

Robot-welded hydraulic tank with o-ring

•

Chopper discharge improvements

•

Clean out door on grain bin auger

•

Chopper drive design life increased 500 to 3,000 hours

•

Potentiometer on concave in actuator

•

Clean grain auger diameter increased from 7 to 8"

•

Four-bolt LTM pin

•

Optional power-fold grain bin extension390 bushels (all models)

•

Thicker paddles on elevator

•

1,000 lb. torque limiter on feeder house drive

•

Right door seal updated

•

Optional smaller chopper drum

•

Standard power-fold cab ladder

•

Optional quad camera video display

•

Corn stalk guard with variable speed sheave

•

2" higher RWA axle

2012 - S67/S77 - (CHTV SERIAL NUMBER
•

Standard power-fold bin extensions

•

Heavier feeder house weldment

•

HD variable speed header drive- 140 hp. continuous

•

Lighter weight feeder house shields

•

Heavier separator drives

•

Greaseless main drive idler

•

Steering lowered 2" for comfort
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2014 - S67/S77 - (EHTV SERIAL NUMBER)
•

8.4L, 6-cylinder, tier 4i engine with SCR
offered January through September

Gleaner S8 Super Series

Gleaner S9 Super Series

2014 - S68/S78/S88 - (EHTV SERIAL NUMBER)

2016 - S96/S97/S97 - (GHTV SERIAL NUMBER)

•

8.4L twin-turbo charged, 6-cylinder engine – S68

•

All-new Vision cab with Tyton™ terminal

•

9.8L twin-turbo charged, 7-cylinder engine – S78/S88

•

Feeding improvements

•

Battery door inside engine compartment

•

Automated drives

•

Air deflector door

•

Improved drives and belt designs

•

Optional XR™ transmission w/ two
speed hydro propel motor

•

Improved header lift system

•

Gen 2 SmartCooling system

•

230-gallon fuel tank

•

Separator frame improvements

•

Larger DuraGuard™ cylinder gearbox

•

Advanced technology sensor harnesses

•

DEF pump relocated

•

Toolbox

•

Hard plastic spreader paddles

•

Three-paddle rotor discharge

•

Updated header clutch

•

Polyurethane accelerator roll lugs

•

3,200 rpm high speed chopper

•
•

2017 - S96/S97/S97 - (HHTV SERIAL NUMBER)
•

Updated feeder jackshaft bearing

•

Updated main drive belt design

•

Improved DEF quality sensor

•

Standard XR transmission w/ two
speed hydro propel motor

AG3000 Auto-Guide w/no GX 45

•

Optional ladder and platform updates

Optional graphite appearance package

•

Standard Auto-Guide

•

Updated rotor and cage

2015 - S68/S78/S88 - (FHTV SERIAL NUMBER)

•

Optional rasp bars

•

Clean grain elevator speed increased 6%

•

Optional round-tooth corn chaffer

•

Common steering control unit – 200cc

•

Optional Trimble® Auto-Guide

•

Standard filler plates

•

Slow speed elevator kit

•

Commonized feederhouse drums

•

Perforated cascade pan, fully pneumatic
cleaning shoe (8,721 in2)

•

Concave options- High wire for all crops and
small-grain with removable wires

•

Spreader motor relocated

•

Optional AgLeader® yield sensor/monitor for
live yield mapping and hybrid mapping

•

Perforated elevator boot

•

Separator blank kit

2016 - S68/S78/S88 - (GHTV SERIAL NUMBER)
•

No updates
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Upgrades for R5 Series and Up

2003 R5
2004 R5

2007 R5
2008 R5
2009 R6

** See footnote.

2010 R6
2011 R6
2011 S7
2012 S7

† See footnote.

2006 R5

* See footnote.

2005 R5

2013 S7
2014 S8
2015 S8
2016 S8

STANDARD
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UPGRADEABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

Five-lug polyurethane
accelerator rolls

Rear ladder grab
handles

Lowered chopper
discharge floor

3200 rpm high
speed chopper

Perforated
cascade pan

XR two-speed
transmission

SmartCooling™

Auto-reversing
cooling fan

68° steep-pitch
helical bars

Four strand
feed chain

CDF Rotor

We are continually studying, testing and refining the function of our combines. Many of the innovations that
result can be updated to previous models, giving an elevated performance. Below are some of our most popular
innovations and a chart of which models can be updated.

Feed conveyor upgrade kit for
canola/soybean capacity

#60 feed reverser chain

Separator blanking
kit for specialty crops

Bin loader taper
lock sheave

1000 NM feederhouse
slip clutch

Unloader auger
pillow bearing

Larger 1½" rear accelerator
roll shaft bearing, holder
and pulleys

Optimized spreader
curtain

Spreader motor
relocation
‡ See footnote.

Rear feed conveyor
double belt drive

Hard plastic straw
spreader paddles

Thickened elevator
paddles and hardware kit

Clean grain elevator
speed-up kit

Four-lug polyurethane
accelerator rolls

* Prior to the 2008 model year, the holes for the 68° steep-pitch helical bars must be drilled in the rotor cage. 2008 and newer models have the holes
pre-drilled.
** 2006 and newer R Series combines are able to use the auto reversing function of the SmartCooling system but are unable to vary the pitch of the
fan blade. All S Series models that use SmartCooling can change the pitch of the cooling fan blade.
† Upgrade kit includes 24-knife chopper, however you can order the high speed kit and retain the 16-knife chopper.
‡ Spreader motor relocation 2 inches rearward and includes a heavier plate.
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The heart and soul of a Gleaner
is never outdated.

While today’s Gleaner® is loaded with innovations, the basic design has remained unchanged for
over 30 years. This means you can purchase a pre-owned Gleaner and get upgrades not available
on the original model.
Get legendary Gleaner performance with your own
pre-owned Gleaner. gleanercombines.com

BUILT WITH THE FARMER IN MIND

©2019 AGCO Corporation. Gleaner® is a brand of AGCO Corporation. All other trademarks are registered to their respective owners. All rights reserved. GL19P004ST
AGCO may at any time, and from time to time, for technical or other necessary reasons, modify any of the data, specifications or warranty of the products described herein. Some equipment shown may be optional. Attention:
Photographs in this publication may show protective shields and guards open or removed for the purposes of illustration. Be certain all shields and guards are in place during operation.
AGCO is a premier manufacturer of agricultural equipment, providing high-tech solutions for professional farmers feeding the world. The company is dedicated to delivering superior customer service, innovation and quality.
AGCO products are distributed in more than 140 countries worldwide.

